
HealthWay to Launch the World's Most Efficient
Whole House Air Cleaner the Super V

The World's most efficient whole
house air cleaner, Made in Central
New York

The Global Leading manufacturer of air cleaning systems
will launch their new patented whole house air cleaner at
the WQA Conference March 27-28th in Denver, CO

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, March 7, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- HealthWay a global leader in point of
use and point of entry air cleaning solutions has patented
and is set to launch what the company says is the most
efficient whole house or point of entry air cleaner ever
developed. The made in America Super V is a result of
years of research and development and deploys technology
that filters out the most dangerous disease causing particles
know as ultrafine particles.

A  2017 survey indicated that, 70% of homebuyers ranked a
home's "health" as equally or more important than
aesthetics, longevity and cost. As air quality concerns continue to rise and new environmental toxins
and pollutants are uncovered every day, HealthWay's Super V promises to provide contaminate free
air throughout your entire home. Some of the benefits of the new air cleaner are:

1.The highest MERV rating of any whole house air cleaner on the market

2.Lock tight filtration- all air must pass through the 100% sealed filtration chamber 

3.Super Energy efficient with a power consumption of less than 4 watts

4.Doesn't just collect dangerous particles but eliminates them through microbial inhibition

5.Cost effective with a three year filter life when running at a 50% duty cycle.

Company president Vinny Lobdell stated, "I am incredibly proud that each new Super V system is
handcrafted and made right here in Upstate New York, and individually certified and tested to provide
the highest level of air cleaning protection." He continued by saying, "We truly believe that if you are
not making someone's life better you are wasting your time. This new technological innovation will
provide more jobs for hard working Americans while providing a product that will make a significant
impact in the lives of our customers."

HealthWay is a global leading innovator in the air cleaning space and provides customized solutions
for many of the global leading brands like, Hilton, Marriott, BMW, The Cleveland Clinic, Regal
Cinema's and Crystal Cruises. The company's portable air cleaning solutions are offered through a
professional group of trained and educated dealers and service centers. The Whole house system will
also be offered through a similar network.  HealthWay is the parent company of Intellipure and PURE
Global. PURE Global is currently the number one provider of allergy friendly and wellness spaces in
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the hospitality industry.
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